
Adapter 90° HDMI Male to Female Vention AIOB0-2, 4K 60Hz, 2p Ref: 6922794747944
HDMI 90 degree Adapter Vention 4K 60Hz, AIOB0-2 (Black) 2pcs

Vention AIOB0-2 HDMI angle adapter, 4K 60Hz (black) 2 pcs.
The Vention AIOB0 HDMI angle adapter is an innovative tool that combines unparalleled performance and versatility. Designed to work in
two modes, mirror and dual screen, it enables efficient image management on different devices. It supports resolutions up to 4K@60Hz,
guaranteeing excellent image quality. Its durability, oxidation resistance and angular design make it a reliable and practical solution for
everyone. You will find 2 adapters in the set.
 
Thoughtful design
The Vention AIOB0 HDMI angle adapter is a highly compatible device that works efficiently with a variety of equipment such as laptops,
desktops and TV boxes. It is equipped with a standard HDMI connector, which guarantees reliable and efficient connections. One of the
greatest assets of  this product is  its  durability and robustness,  which ensure stable data transmission,  regardless of  the conditions.  In
addition, its angled design allows you to connect devices even in hard-to-reach places, increasing its practicality and versatility.
 
Excellent quality
The Vention AIOB0 is a modern and versatile image management tool. Featuring dual screen mirror and dual screen operation, it allows
the same image to be displayed simultaneously on multiple devices or different images to be presented on different screens. This is ideal
for those who want to increase their productivity or improve the quality of their presentations. The adapter supports resolutions of up to
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4K@60Hz, guaranteeing the highest image quality, regardless of the type of material being displayed.
 
	Manufacturer 
	Vention 
	Model 
	AIOB0
	Colour 
	Black 
	Material 
	PVC
	Resolution 
	4K@60Hz
	Dimensions 
	29 × 31.6 × 18.5 mm
	Number of units 
	2

Price:

€ 3.51

IT Accessories, Adapters, Video Adapters
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